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Enterprise IAM with EHR integration
IAM options for healthcare providers have been limited, costly and only 
marginally effective because few products integrate with the EHR system. 
Microsoft Entra ID changes that. It provides a single identity security solution 
for tall communities that supports audits and integrates with leading EHRs.

Entra ID allows users to:

• Lower costs by eliminating point IAM solutions and 
 combining IAM and SSO
• Simplify operating environments using standard Microsoft technology  
 without the need for specialists
• Manage all user communities with one system for employees, 
 affiliates and students
• Leverage full interoperability with automation, visibility and 
 recertification through tap and go systems

• Develop a deployable model  
 for Entra ID with Epic
 (Cerner pending)

• Develop an ROI program based  
 on defined actions

• Take steps to harden your   
 environment against attackers  
 and recover quickly

• Enable native cloud solutions  
 with hundreds of integrations  
 fully aligned with Microsoft   
 strategic roadmap

In just 4 weeks
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Entra ID Governance for Healthcare
A single, enterprise-grade, cloud-native solution for identity security with Epic integration

Edgile + Wipro: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile, a Wipro company, is the trusted leader in cybersecurity transformation and risk services partnering with the 
world’s leading organizations, including 55 of the Fortune 100. Our integrated suite of cybersecurity services and technology— 
CyberTransformSM—enables business growth through a strategy-first, business-aligned approach that solves security, risk, cloud, 
identity and compliance challenges on a global scale. CyberShieldSM—our managed services offering—defends business 
operations through on-demand cyber resilience management. To learn more, visit edgile.com and wipro.com/cybersecurity


